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"I'ho buidiiig onorgy of triton has been calculated using Faddeev equation as foiimdatcd 
by Ijovelaoe, Three sets of values have been taken An- the paiameters oecurmig in 
(he separable two-body non-loeal jiotential with ono term only.
I ntrodtjotton
A number of theoretical attempts have been made towards tlie calculation of the 
111 Ion binding energy Variational and other equivalent methods (Rarita & 
Vresoiit 1937, Ohmura & Ohmura 1962 Wagemngen & Kok 1967, Fiedelday 
d al 1968) have been employed with a variety of simple interactions. Amado 
(1963) and his collaborators (1965) have used a three-body model in which the 
composite systems have been represented by elementary particles. Treating the 
ScliT odinger equation for the three body pi*oblem as a direct eigen value equation, 
Milra (1962) has computed the triton binding energy assuming separable potential 
to act between pairs.
Faddeev (1961) has given a satisfactory theory of iion-rclativistic throe particle 
sy ste m s. For local potentials this involves the solution of a set of coupled integral 
c '(p ia tio u s  in at least two continuous variables If separable non-local interac­
tion s are assumed instead of local potentials, we have single variable integral 
e q u a t io n . Wo also get single variable integral equation if we employ a Sturmian 
set o l  expansion for the two-body t-matrix. Kharchenko & Sitenko (1963) 
liave used Faddeev equation V'ith tw'O body non-local separable potential. Khar- 
c lion k o  et al (1966) have further carried out calculations with tw^o-body local po­
ten tia ls  of square well and Hulthen types utilizing a Sturmian set of expansion. 
M alfiiet & Tjon (1969) have calulated the binding energy of triton with two-body 
loca l central Yukawa interactions and they have also considered tensor force. 
Approximating the two-body i-matrix by one separable term after Noyes (1965) 
and Kowalski (1965), Humberston et al (1968) have obtained the binding energy 
ol t r i t o n .  Lovelace (1964) has given a practical theory of three particle states 
kaaed on Faddeev’s work. As pointed out by Lovelace if a partial wave is domi­
n ated by a bound state or a resonance, then the off-shell ^-matrix can he approxi- 
nm ted by a separable term. When this is used as an input in the Faddeev equation, 
0^ get a coupled equation in one variable which is amenable to numerical solution.
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TJic sej)arable approximation, though womowhat unrealistic, oiiormously 
simplifieH both the bound state and scattering calculation. Further it provides 
a simjile framework in which to investigate the sensitivity of three nucleon pro- 
pt3J‘t-ies to the variation of particular two nucleon parameters.
In the jirescnt work, wo have applied Lovelace formalism to calculate the 
triton binding energy. As for the intermediate two nucleon states we have coubi- 
tiered only the deuteron bound state and used one term separable potential for 
tins interaction. Three sets of two-body parameters liave been used in our 
calculation and their fit to the two-body data of deuteion binding energy, trijikl. 
scattering length and recent phase shift values of MacGregor et al (1908) Imvc 
been studied.
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T h e o r y
Following Lovelace (1964), the three-body transition operators are defined
S X S V^G{s)V,
yiia 8^ H
S F,. - s V y G { s ) V
where
H is the total Hamiltonian for three-iiarticlo system F« is the jiair potontiiil, 
where a takes the values from 0 to 3 V^ , V2 and Fg are the xHitcntials between 
jjarticles (2, 3), (1, 3) and (1, 2), respectively anil Vq is equal to 0.
Therefore
^ - H o + F , +  F,H-Fg
whore Hq is the free Hamiltonian for the tliroe-body system and 
is the resolvent of the free Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of the various subsystems are
=  JfoH-F«
The Green’s functions of those HarniltoiLiaiis arc
These satisfy the second resolvent identity
G(,s) =  G g {3) -  2
^ G M ~  S GMVa(^{^)
We shall define scattering amplitudes for bound states and rosoiiancos by 
/jw(-s) =  <arfc|(?o(«) /^+„p(A')(?o(fi) \fim>
lt‘ we take the potential!^ for bound-state scattering as
< ^ a | 0^715 Bm{s) \qp> — an | G^ {^fs) \/3m>
tlion tJie equation for X^ J^ , becomes
/sw('^ ) «^7i5 /3«i(®) S -^ a7n Tr('^ )’^ 'yr(®)^ Tr»
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(2)
(3 )
Kor tbe three-body bound state probleiiij the equation (2) becomes homogeneous 
integral equation For identical particles and triplet two-bodj^ state wo now have
■ <^2 1 1 ( 4 )
This homogeneous integral equation should have a solution at an energy equal to 
binding energy of the three-nucleon system. Foi' cqu al mass particle Z^ rn reduces to
< f i  -  (1— Srm) . «
=  A™ ■ 2 f ,,-V3 • A (cos 0) d con 0 ... (5)
_J 3V 3 P2‘ -\-g2'‘ - a —t£
I S
whnv Kffn, expresses the dependence of Zfjn{s) on spin and isospin. The subscripts 
i Mild in in equation (5) each have only one value for triplet tivo body state. The 
Mipcrscripts I, S stand for total isotopic spin and spin of the three-body system. 
Tor triton I  ~  S — I
Assuming the i.wo-btidy /?-wave potential in momentum space to be non- 
)o(!al and separable of Yamaguchi (1954) form,
V(p.p') =- Xg{p)g(p')
Wo may write tho two-liody S-wave T-matrix which satisfies the Lippma.nn- 
3clu\inf>or equation as
T(p,p'\s)=^g(p)g(p')l(a)
m - [ [ + 4 .L A  J q^— 8— %e\
The bound state form factor q{p) is taken UvS
'•’ ’’ ■ T O S t
Tlic foTin factor g(p) is normalized so that
a ' r  f(P)P^ip =  1 
J (p*+MliY
Tho separable potential will have a bound state if there is a point /if =; 
for which
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‘W=r+W [""I q^dgg^q)(9)______]-^—s—ie) J
The operator t{S) is given by the relation
<9i 1t(s) |9i'> =  iSatei—9i')
R e su lts  a n d  D isc u ssio n s
Transforming the integration variable of equation (4) suitably so as to change 
tho limits of the integral to l^l and using the usual Gaussian quadrature formula 
for integration, wo recast the integral equation (4) to the following matrix equa­
tion
K h{E^)Xj{Et) ~  ^ j{Et)
whore Kij{Ej) is the Kernel of the integral equation for triton binding enoigy 
Ej, We have searched for the poles of the corresponding inverse operator 
\I—Kfj{Ej,)]"^ by finding out the zero of the corresponding determinant. Tliis 
energy for which the determinant vanishes, is the required bindingenergy of triton 
We have calculated triton binding energy for three different sets of values of the 
two body parameters Na and and have studied the sensitivity of triton bindiiip; 
energy with these parameters The best fit values of tho tw^ o body parameters 
occurring in the i-matrix which is used as inxnit in Faddeev equation, give the 
binding energy 7 88 Mev as compared wuth the experimental value 8.48 Mcv.
Tn figures 1, 2 and 3 w^ o have plotted the theoretical triplet phase shift values 
as w^ ell as the absolute errors against laboratory energy for the three sets of para­
meters.
Figure J, Set I,
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Figure 2. Rot 2.
Figuro 3. Rot 3.
To calculate the absolute oj'i ors, wc have computed for the three sets 
where
and are the experimental and theoretical values o f phase shifts
respectively. We have taken the recent experimental phase shifts data of Mac 
Gregor fit aZ (1968). SW* is the sum of the squares of the residuals
at the 19 data points in the range 0 to 320 Mev for Et. We have three 
values of for the^three sets of values o f the two-body parameters. The 
minimum value of obviously corresponds to the best fit of the value of the
two-body parameters. In table 1, wo have enlisted the three binding energy values 
of triton and the absolute error values for the three sets. It is seen that 
the best values of two-body parameters (set 3) yield the binding energy value 
wliieh compares favourably with the experimental results.
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Table 1
LR2
Triton binding 
energy
Set 1 4700.8314 7-80
2 4524.29 7784
3 4386.284 7.88
So far as triton binding energy is cocerned we see that a separable approxi­
mation to the two-body /.-matrix can reproduce the binding energy, in addition 
to its added advantage that it simplifies the problem considerably (Lovelace 196L 
Harms et al 19(i9).
The authors are thankful to the authorities of C M.E.R T Durgapur for 
extending the facility of using IBM 1620.
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